Dictionary of Literary Biography

Now online — the lives and writings of the greatest literary voices of all time

The Dictionary of Literary Biography (DLB) records the achievements of the world's most influential literary figures. The series, available in print since 1978, now comprises more than 200 bound volumes — each devoted to a specific topic, period or genre and is organized and written by recognized scholars in their respective fields of literary specialty. The series has been selected four times by CHOICE as an Outstanding Academic Book and twice by the RUSA (American Library Association) as an Outstanding Reference Source. While Dictionary of Literary Biography will continue to be an important reference work in print, the addition of this Internet-accessible version extends the functionality of a rich reference resource and makes it available to smaller collections.

Designed to meet a variety of literary research needs

Students, public and academic librarians and literary researchers will access Dictionary of Literary Biography as a:

- First stop in literary research on writers from every era and genre
- Complete resource for both biographical and analytical coverage of literary figures
- Tool to learn how a writer was accepted during his or her lifetime as well as in a historical context

Benefits

- Universal access from any Web-capable computer (including 24-hour remote access)
- Comprehensive search options that include: full text, author name, author profile, title, subjects/themes, and custom search
- Combine multiple criteria to target results
- Subject-term accessibility to the entries — lets users enter a subject-term to find writers by genre or topic
- Hyperlinked table of contents in each essay — allows the user to skip to discussions of specific works or sections of the document
- Intratext hyperlinks to other notable authors encourage the exploration and study of other authors in DLB
- No hardware/storage issues
- Data updates are automatic, requiring no reload or download
- Overall indexing to every volume in this extensive series helps researchers locate multiple entries for the same author within the print series

Coverage

The entries in the Dictionary of Literary Biography are rich, insightful and engaging essays, from 3,000-5,000 words in length, profiling the lives and careers of authors from all eras and genres. Each entry contains a summary of popular and critical response to the author’s work; each is written by a recognized scholar on the author covered.

Entries provide the following detail:

- Personal data — birth/death dates, nationality/ethnicity, some entries will include a photograph
- Principal works — list of the author’s most important writings
- Sources for further study — information about additional writings and published interviews, lists of biographies and a bibliography of writings about the author
Updates
DLB on GaleNet provides quarterly updates to the database comprising essays from each of the print volumes published in the course of the previous quarterly period.

Searching Dictionary of Literary Biography on the Internet
Building on the strength of the print series, DLB online offers many new channels of access to the information you need. You can search by:
- Author name
- Title of work
- Birth or death year

Availability
Dictionary of Literary Biography is available via subscription through The Gale Group’s online reference service, GaleNet. To further explore Dictionary of Literary Biography, go to www.galegroup.com. For additional product or pricing information, call your Gale Group Representative at 1-800-877-GALE.